
Spoolex commitment to provide constant support to our customers 

Technical rollers for face masks machine, ultrasonic welding stations or slitter-rewinders for 

textiles and spooling lines for meltblown, Spoolex and its 3 brands Calemard, Decoup+ and 

Roll Concept, are engaged in the fight against Covid-19 spread. 

Worldwide, our customers have to face with an increasing demand of health products, 

especially of disposable face masks. To support them despite the evolution of Covid-19 in 

France, Spoolex has adapted its organization to protect all the employees whilst maintaining 

support to the customers. During this critical period Roll Concept continues to manufacture 

and to deliver its technical rollers to major face mask machine manufacturers. With 

production capacities up to 600 masks/min, machines need high technical rollers with very 

low inertia in rotation. Thanks to its patented Alveotube profile in stock in our workshop, Roll 

Concept is able to react quickly to provide tailored made and easy to install low inertia rolls. 

On the other hand, Decoup+ has successfully adapted a manual sealing machine to produce 

face masks! Because it performs clean and resistant seams, ultrasounds are mainly used for 

quick manufacturing face mask operations. Our Decoup+ ultrasonic welding station is an 

independent and ergonomic working station, easy to use, affordable and perfectly adapted to 

small and medium size series. Then, despite the containment period, Calemard has provided 

the needed resources to support specific requests either for spooling machine or for wide 

slitter and was even able to deliver machines to cover urgent need for wide slitting textiles, 

non-woven and of course meltblown. In addition, continuing to ensure spare parts deliveries 

and remote technical assistance, SPOOLEX has specially answered to two specific requests 

for wide slitting machines. In compliance with safety regulation, a team of skilled technicians 

has first adapted one Orion T 2400 slitter-rewinder used in our showroom, to send it to the 

company SN Tissages Carret (provider of woven solutions) and help them fulfilling the 

increasing demand they are facing. This machine fitted with hot sealing technology is 

allowing sealing the heavy fabrics that are used to manufacture textile reusable/washable 

facial masks that Tissages Carret is manufacturing and distributing. Then, another Orion 

T2400 was urgently refurbished, within a week and delivered to the company Irema in 

Ireland. Irema is involved in the production of high-quality filter media since 1986 and 

produce disposable surgical face masks and face mask media. More than even, Spoolex is 

committed to assist and support its customers involved in the struggle against the virus.  

Together and stronger in the fight against Covid-19. 


